
Tulsi Gabbard Abandons ‘Elitist, Woke, Anti-White’ Democratic Party

Description

USA: While not entirely surprising, the reasons that former Democratic candidate for President, 
Tulsi Gabbard, reveals for her decision to leave the Democratic Party should raise questions in 
all but the most-liberal of leftists…

I can no longer remain in today’s Democratic Party that is now under the complete 
control of an elitist cabal of warmongers driven by cowardly wokeness, who divide 
us by racializing every issue & stoke anti-white racism, actively work to undermine our 
God-given freedoms, are hostile to people of faith & spirituality, demonize the police & 
protect criminals at the expense of law-abiding Americans, believe in open borders, 
weaponize the national security state to go after political opponents, and above all, 
dragging us ever closer to nuclear war.

I believe in a government that is of, by, and for the people. 

Unfortunately, today’s Democratic Party does not.

Instead, it stands for a government of, by, and for the powerful elite.

I’m calling on my fellow common sense independent-minded Democrats to join me in 
leaving the Democratic Party.

If you can no longer stomach the direction that so-called woke Democratic Party ideologues 
are taking our country, I invite you to join me.

Gabbard did not declare herself a Republican, despite sharing many of the views of the anti-
interventionist, ‘America First’ wing of the GOP.

During her four terms in office from 2013 to 2021, Gabbard advocated dialogue with America’s rival
superpowers, coupled with a hardline policy on Islamic terrorism. Failed 2016 presidential candidate 
Hillary Clinton accused Gabbard in 2019 of being “a Russian asset,” likely referencing the
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Hawaiian lawmaker’s past praise for Russian President Vladimir Putin’s fight against terrorism in Syria.

While the Democratic Party has – with the backing of establishment Republicans – voted almost
unanimously to send more than $52 billion to Ukraine in recent months, Gabbard has condemned 
Biden for “exploiting this war to strengthen NATO and feed the military-industrial complex.” 

Does make one wonder if she is positioning herself for a VP seat on a DeSantis ticket in 2024?

Watch her full statement below:
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